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1. Introduction

Congratulations on taking the first step towards opening your own fashion accessories store. As the owner of a fashion accessories store, you’ll get to shop for the latest accessories and be among the first to know about new fashion trends. Your days can be filled with beautiful products and customers who are excited about finding your store. Within these pages you will discover what you need to know about this exciting and rewarding business.

When you open a fashion accessories store, you will have the opportunity to create a successful business providing fun and fabulous fashion accessories. Because you are attracted to this career, you almost certainly have a passion for fashion. You likely enjoy spending time reading fashion magazines, window shopping, and accessorizing your own outfits. Your friends ask you for advice on what would go perfectly with that new outfit. You likely have shopped in many fashion accessories stores. You may even have worked in a store selling fashion
accessories. But while it can be fun to shop or work in such stores, nothing quite compares to the rewards of having your own successful store.

Among the benefits of opening your own fashion accessories store is being able to choose the products you will sell. You can spend your days working in the midst of beautiful items such as belts, gloves, hair ornaments, handbags, hats, jewelry, scarves, shoes, sunglasses, wallets, watches, and other accessories. But you needn’t feel overwhelmed by the quantity of fashion accessories that your customers want to buy; you can sell a varied assortment or you can choose to focus on one or two types of accessories to sell.

No matter what you choose to sell, your store will be an expression of your creative spirit and business savvy. You can create a beautiful place that you are proud to call your own.

1.1 The Fashion Accessories Industry

As someone considering opening a fashion accessories store, you’ve chosen one of the most dynamic and promising sectors of the fashion industry.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau clothing and clothing accessories stores earned combined revenues of $153 billion up to September, 2009. This total represented an increase of $24 billion compared to the same period in 2004 when these businesses earned just under $129 billion. That’s a growth rate of 19% in just five years. This means that not only is the industry experiencing long-term growth, it actually held its own even during an economic downturn.

And according to a press release at Business Insider (http://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/US-Demand-for-Apparel-and-Accessories-to-Reach-95-9-Billion-in-2021-1002367266), “US demand for apparel and accessories at the manufacturers level is forecast to reach $95.9 billion in 2021. At the retail level, demand for women’s clothing is forecast to total $171.4 billion, and men’s clothing to reach $84.6 billion in 2021.”
Even more encouraging news is that “accessories are the fastest growing sector in the fashion and apparel industry,” according to the Accessories Council. In fact, the accessories sector alone generates annual revenues of $30 billion in the U.S. Over the past two decades, “as a category, accessories have emerged as a powerful force in the fashion industry,” says Karen Giberson, President of the Accessories Council. “Accessories used to be an afterthought. Now there is so much excitement over accessories.”

Of course, no retail sector is completely recession proof, and, according to fashion accessory expert T.J. Reid, women tend to become more hesitant about spending money for entire new outfits during economic downturns. But even if they won’t spend lavishly on new clothing, they’re happy to buy more accessories to update old looks, says Reid.

Recently the apparel industry has experienced a good deal of turmoil, making life especially difficult for big-box stores and merry to online retailers. Per Retail Dive (at www.retaildive.com/news/the-new-look-of-fashion-how-2016-made-over-apparel-retail/432511):

[In 2016], one of those failures was the continued erosion of massive brick-and-mortar enterprises. “The biggest trend for 2016 was the retraction of brick and mortar retail, with national chains including Sports Authority shuttering completely, and Macy’s and Ralph Lauren, among others, closing doors...Basically, the customer is looking for great stuff at the best price possible, and doesn’t want to spend time looking for it. Giant formats, set up like mazes, reflect a time when there was no Internet. They’ve lost their appeal.”

“In 2016, apparel stores became a destination for experiences rather than simply for buying clothes,” Emily Bezzant, head analyst at retail technology platform Edited, told Retail Dive. “As store visits shrank, retailers reconsidered floor space in favor of productivity and a more personalized approach.”

Notice that this can be considered good news to a prospective independent retailer at the boutique level who’s willing to find a niche to exploit. Although after several years of growth, in 2016 the accessories market, like other apparel markets, was a bit flat. According to EuroMonitor (www.euromonitor.com/apparel-accessories-in-the-
us/report), “After experiencing three consecutive years of growth, apparel accessories registered a decline of 2% in current value terms in 2016, falling to USD14.7 billion. This was mainly due to the lack of product innovation and positioning as a key fashion statement. Although inflation affected the prices of products, this was offset by the popularity of fast-fashion brands and the rise of online shopping, and prices remained flat in 2016.”

1.2 Owning an Accessories Store

“You are your own boss! You have the ability to stay small or grow the business to the point at which you feel comfortable.”

— Stephanie Witlock,
owner, Stephanie’s Shoes

1.2.1 Benefits of Being an Accessories Store Owner

Independence

Chances are that you are reading this FabJob guide because you want to be independent and work for yourself, not for someone else’s benefit. As the owner of your fashion accessories store, whether it’s a small kiosk in the mall or a 3,000 square foot location that offers all types of accessories, you can have the freedom of creating the type of business you want to create.

Financial Rewards

Fashion accessories are a multi-billion dollar industry. As a fashion accessories store owner, you will have a piece of that pie. There’s really no limit to the financial opportunities available in this sector once your store is up and running. If you like being in control of your life, owning your own fashion accessories store can put you totally in control of your financial future. By learning to forecast fashion trends, you can earn a living and provide a living for any number of future employees.

Travel

Another reward of owning a fashion accessories store is being able to support a lifestyle of exploration and travel. You may travel to visit
industry trade shows and markets around the country, seeking out new fashion accessories to add to your inventory. Maybe you’ll even travel overseas, representing yourself to manufacturers in other countries. If your trips are deductible as business-related expenses, you may travel to places you might not otherwise be able to visit and you may be able to combine business travel with personal vacation time.

“As my company grew, I decided that I wanted to continue to be very involved with the buying side which has gotten increasingly complex as our revenues and buys increase. I can do my buying work from just about anywhere, as long as I have my laptop and an Internet connection. This has allowed me to travel…in a way that I never could in a traditional job.”

— Sarah Johnson,
CEO, Luna Boston

Recession Resistant
As you’ve already learned, when there are only a few extra dollars to spare, women will cut back on expensive new clothes. Why? Because they can go out and purchase inexpensive accessories that will update last season’s fashions and still keep the look current. Accessories can be a bargain when compared with other fashion updates and, as we all know, the correct necklace, earrings, bracelets, shoes, scarf or hat can make last season’s outfit look, and feel, like new.

Easy to Get Started
Depending on what you are selling you can open shop in a space as small as a kiosk or cart. Plus, fashion accessories are easier to order than some other types of merchandise. Wholesalers and importers have agents around the world who are constantly looking for the next fashion trend and finding the items you need to keep up with the fast-changing world of fashion.

Helping People
You love fashion and you know how to use it to your best advantage. Opening your own fashion accessories store will allow you to help people feel attractive, trendy, energized and vital. It may be as simple as helping a female customer pick out that scarf or those dangling earrings that enhance the shape of her face or highlight her eyes. As a store
owner, you will be helping yourself bring your entrepreneurial dreams to fruition but every one of your customers has their own dreams that include looking and feeling good about themselves, and you can help make those dreams come true, too.

If being a fashion accessories store owner sounds like your dream career, this FabJob guide can help you make that dream a reality.

1.2.2 A Typical Day

Generally speaking, your working environment will be clean, well-lit, and comfortable. Except for franchise businesses (which we’ll discuss in more detail in Chapter 3), the store’s environment and design will be largely your own creation. The theme or feel of the store may range from warm and cozy or bright and cheerful, to classic and stylish, depending on your store’s concept and design. Although we’ll also discuss later on how to choose the size of your store and its location, your business may be located in a variety of venues, from a shopping mall to a stand-alone location.

Depending on the size of your store, you may need only one or two employees or several. You will be spending a lot of time dealing with your customers and staff, so it’s important that you enjoy working with people and are patient and courteous. You will also be on your feet a fair amount during the day dealing with a variety of tasks, which will require plenty of energy, patience, and courtesy.

Before You Open

A typical day varies somewhat depending on the store, but in most cases, will begin with a routine much like the following:

- opening up the store
- turning the security system off
- turning the lights and computer systems on
- checking the employee schedule
- checking your daily calendar for any special appointments or meetings for that day
• checking your voicemail and email
• getting change and setting up cash registers
• setting the store temperature and putting on the music system
• making any bank deposits from the day before
• holding any necessary staff meetings for the day
• checking that the store is neat, clean and well stocked

**During Store Hours**

During store operations, you and your employees will need to:

• receive and check deliveries of merchandise and/or supplies
• greet customers and assist them with their purchases
• ring up purchases
• handle problems and returns
• answer the phones
• deal with employees’ concerns
• place merchandise or supply orders as needed
• make sure shelves, selling floor and display cases are in order and well-stocked throughout the day
• check on staff regularly to make sure operations are going smoothly

**After Closing**

At the end of the day, you will need to:

• gather sales and merchandise data and statistics
• close out the cash registers
• tally the day’s receipts and place them in a safe or deposit them at the bank
• check stock inventory and receipts
• clean and straighten the store
• check or rearrange shelf and window displays
• complete paperwork and correspondence
• review the employee schedule
• make management notes for the next day
• check that all equipment is properly cleaned and shut off
• check that the lights are turned off, and the security system is on before leaving

Other periodic responsibilities include paying taxes and bills, dealing with promotion and advertising, keeping abreast of new products and other innovations in the industry, negotiating with suppliers, keeping licenses current, and attending trade shows.

Because you will be juggling a lot of important responsibilities, it’s a good idea to make a daily checklist to follow, as well as a weekly, monthly, and seasonal checklist, as needed, to be sure you don’t forget any important steps. We’ll show you how to set up a store procedures manual in Chapter 5, “Running Your Business.”

1.3 Inside This Guide

The FabJob Guide to Become an Accessories Store Owner is organized to help take you step-by-step through the basics you will need to open and operate your own store. The chapters are organized as follows.

Chapter 2 (“Getting Ready”) explains how to learn the skills you will need as a fashion accessories store owner. It covers how to learn from experts and through observation. You will also discover how to “earn while you learn” by selling fashion accessories right away on the Internet, at street markets and fairs, or by getting a job in a fashion accessories store. You will also find a wide array of other resources to take advantage of that can help you learn more about fashion and retailing.
Chapter 3 (“Starting Your Fashion Accessories Store”) will help you decide what kind of store you should open. This chapter discusses specialty stores you can consider opening and will help you decide whether to buy an existing store, operate a franchise, or open a new store. It also explains what you need to get started, including writing your business plan, start-up financing, choosing a store name, and other essential topics. Important business matters like finding start-up funding and legal issues you’ll need to know about are also explored in this chapter.

Chapter 4 (“Setting Up Your Retail Store”) offers the information you need to actually set up your store. It gives advice on how to choose a location, where to find the best suppliers for the merchandise you plan to sell, and how to display your merchandise to increase sales. You will also discover what equipment and supplies you will need to help your store run smoothly.

Chapter 5 (“Running Your Business”) takes you into the day-to-day challenge of running your store once it’s open. It explains how to develop a procedures manual, and covers inventory management, financial management and pricing, and working with staff and customers.

Chapter 6 (“Getting and Keeping Customers”) covers how to market your fashion accessories store, including topics like where to advertise, preparing for your grand opening, and getting your website set up. This chapter also looks at how to maintain excellent customer service, and getting repeat business from your customers.

By following the steps in this guide, you will be well on your way to living your dream — opening your own successful fashion accessories store.

You have reached the end of the free sample of the FabJob Guide to Become a Accessories Store Owner. To order and download the complete guide go to https://fabjob.com/program/become-accessories-store-owner/.